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1:48:34 .Q: How to save an image from windows form and display it in a windows form? I have an
application with windows form that takes a picture and displays it. I have achieved this but I wanted
to also be able to save the image to disk. How is this done? A: Here are some links I used to help:
Here is an example of saving an image to disk from a Windows Forms application. This is the image
you are saving: This is the code I used: public void SaveImage() { //Create the Image object that
holds the picture to be saved. Bitmap bmp = new Bitmap(pictureBox.Image); //Save the picture
Image img = bmp.GetThumbnailImage(200, 200, null, IntPtr.Zero); img.Save("C:\\temp\\first.jpg",
ImageFormat.Jpeg); } Computer usage in a business environment has increased dramatically in
recent years. As businesses increasingly use computers to transfer data, communicate, and conduct
business, they also face growing concerns about security and identity theft. With recent news
headlines detailing consumer data privacy invasions, business executives are feeling an increased
responsibility in protecting sensitive information against identity theft. To combat this growing
threat, many businesses utilize intelligent information storage and retrieval systems. Intelligent
Information Storage and Retrieval Systems (“Information Systems”) are information management
systems which contain a variety of computer-based and human-based systems, such as software
applications and database systems, that all work together to store, access, process, and retrieve
information. These types of systems may provide insight into financial information, inventory data,
customer data, or other business-related information. An Information System may rely on a variety
of different hardware, software, and business applications to accomplish its intended tasks. As
Information Systems become more prevalent in business, more and more companies implement
Information Systems to aid in the handling, storing, and accessing of data and information. While
implementing Information Systems, it is important that businesses maintain consistent security and
privacy standards. Typically, this is accomplished by creating a set of policies and procedures which
are enforced throughout the business. After implementation of these policies and procedures,
employees must educate themselves on the policies and procedures to ensure that data stored in
Information Systems is used and accessed consistently. The process of educating
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